GROMACS - Bug #782
A couple of typo fixes
07/19/2011 10:50 AM - Manuel Luitz

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Justin Lemkul
Category: documentation
Target version: 
Affected version - extra info: 
Affected version: N/A

Difficulty: uncategorized

Description
I read over the gromacs manual during the last month and fixed all typo and latex issues on which I stumbled. Here is my "git diff" output after I pulled today the master branch. Hope it would be of any us.

Manuel Luitz
Technical University of Munich

Associated revisions
Revision 70348a03 - 07/19/2011 04:49 PM - Justin Lemkul
Various fixes for typos in the manual.

Most of the fixes proposed by Manuel Luitz were applied. Some were left alone to be consistent with notation elsewhere in the manual.
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History
#1 - 07/19/2011 05:20 PM - Justin Lemkul
- Status changed from New to Closed

#2 - 05/23/2014 02:02 PM - Rossen Apostolov
- Project changed from Documentation to GROMACS
- Category changed from manual to documentation
- Target version deleted (4.5.5)
- Affected version set to N/A

the issue was moved to project "Gromacs", category "documentation", and the original sub-project "Documentation" was removed.

Files
gromacs-manual-typo.patch 13.5 KB 07/19/2011 Manuel Luitz